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About This Game

Prologue
On April 6th 2009, the Carson family disappeared from their home in Richmond, and were never heard from again. The last
known communication with the family came when Mr.Carson contacted local police to report the occurrence of a series of

unexplained phenomena. The following events take place on the night the Carson family disappeared.

Description
The Night The Carsons Disappeared is a VR ONLY horror game that puts you in the shoes of Michael Carson. On April 6th

2009, Michael and his two daughters vanished and were never heard from again. In TNTCD you witness the events leading up to
their disappearance through the eyes of Michael Carson. This is the non-interactive version of the game. You do not need any
controllers. Sit back, and watch the horror unfold. Ideal if you want to scare family and friends at Halloween. The entire game

takes around 30 minutes (or less if you choose the shorter version via the menu screen).

Why Play The Night The Carsons Disappeared

 Who doesn't want to play VR horror games leading up to Halloween

 Only takes around 30 minutes (With the option to play a shorter version too)

 No controls required (just a headset), so don't worry about not being familiar with game controls
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 It doesn't require any prior gaming / VR experience

 Ideal for scaring friends and family

What's Next?
The interactive Vive version of the game is in development.

Important Notes

 This is a VR only game. Do NOT purchase this game if you do not have a VR headset

 The game is about 30 minutes long. Do NOT purchase the game if you will be unhappy with the length of the game.

 This is the Non-Interactive version of the game. Sit back and relax.
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Title: The Night The Carsons Disappeared
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Stephen Long
Publisher:
Stephen Long
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Dual Core 2.33 GHz Intel or 3.0 GHz AMD

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 8800, AMD Radeon 4850 or Intel HD Graphics 5200 or better (1GB graphics memory or more

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X Compatible

English
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Got the game for 0.09 ¢ with a 90% off coupon. Played the game for a little bit and got 3 trading cards valued at 0.27 ¢ Life is
good.

 Oh yea the games kinda fun.. The game gives very basic instructions about how things should be divided, and starts off simple.
With each increasing level it gives different blocks to place, or has you place them in different orders.. Superb 3D space RTS.
Like the civilization games if they were massize 3D space RTS with no size limits or unit caps. This game delivers a true 3D
universe (with the option to flatten it to a 2D pane if that's the kind of map you want) with real time flight between stars and
clusters. Sins of a Solar Empire meets Sid Meier's Civilization with extras that both games lack like 3D spaceflight along
individually determined paths, real time civil management and custom unit construction.

Really a lovely game, proud to have it in my library. A recommended collectors item to buy on sale or even off if you have the
spare cash and would appreciate sitting down to play something like this singleplayer sometime.

Unfortunately multiplayer is fairly dead and with Star Ruler 2 available for purchase now likely to stay that way. Still a very nice
game for even just a few 100 hours of singleplayer. Star Ruler 2 going to be even better I hope and with people online.

This is the sort of thing I think of when I think of a honestly priced classic high quality PC video game.

A shame it hasn't been much more popular. Hopefully that would not ruin it as it seems to have much of the industry.. A fairy
tale story full of hidden object puzzles of the type where you find pieces of an object. Puzzles run from easy to difficult. There
are a few other types of puzzles that are a nice variation from the norm. Overall a decent puzzling experience. Graphics and
music are nice.

Warning: In a couple of the hidden object puzzles, two pieces are matched to the wrong clue images. That is, when you find one
of them, it erases the other one's clue. If you don't notice, you'll have a really hard time finding the other one.

Expect around 6 hours or so of gameplay, including the bonus chapter, which is pretty short and leads into the next game. Buy it
on sale for best value.. I did all five of the things, and felt good for a few seconds. That's worth 59 cents.
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I love this game. You get NO explanation and no direct aim, but I find it incredibly interesting to just wander about, bumping
things, spreading colour, learning bit by bit what's going on and how you can enact bigger changes.

This is a really good game for destressing and just enjoying. I've spent a fair bit of time on it and I'll still enjoying.. great game,
characters & plots. just one decision can completely change the ending. i recommend saving the game at any decision you make
so that you can come back to it later & see whats else happens

. This game has been a part of my childhood, and I am proud of it.
For those of you who also wish to partake in this game, and the wonders it can give you I reccommend this.

There's a group on steam that plays this game, From honoroble naval captains, to sly Procyon warchiefs, to pirate scum.

Join the Etherium Forces today!
Discord; https://discord.gg/JCcM8tW

 P.S. If your having troubles getting this thing to run, they can help. . does nothing.. My favourite childhood game. A challenging
strategy game with a lot of replayability. If you're up for something different, give this a shot. This is good right here
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